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PRIVATIZATION OF WATER DESALINATION: THE NEED TO
BALANCE GOVERNMENTAL AND CORPORATE CONTROL IN
CALIFORNIA
MELISSA LEE
ABSTRACT

This note argues that California has to create regulations thatprevent complete
privatization of desalinationfacilities andprotect the public's right to the water. This note
provides a model that should be adopted by Californiain order to safeguard the water and
community. There must be legislations and regulationsto answer importantissues of water
rights and distributionof the desalinated water. Israel has utilized and the technology of
desalinationfor half a century and has laws pertainingto water andprivatization that can
provide insight into what should be adopted by California.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

"Water is life's matter and matrix, mother and medium. There is no life without water."1
In the early 2000's "more than 1.2 billion of the six billion people on the Earth still lack access to

1 Albert von Szent-Gyorgi, a Biologist and Nobel Laureate (Quote); see generally Water is Life's Matter and Matrix,
Mother and Medium. There is no Life Without Water. -- Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, A TALE OF THREE BEANS, http://atale-of-three-beans.blog spot. comI/2O 10/1 0/w ater-i s-lifes -matter- and-matrix-mother.html (last updated Oct. 15,
2010).
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clean drinking water." 2 Areas such as Southern California, as well as others in the United States,
suffer from drought and are bordered by a seemingly endless supply of water, which cannot be
utilized because of the salt content.4 The Middle East is another area in desperate need of water
either because of drought or an inadequate supply of water to satisfy the growing population.5
Desalination offers a way to utilize the unclean water by removing the salt and making it safe for
use or consumption.
Water is essential to life and the process of desalination aims to eradicate water
shortages; however, it can also create many issues depending on how the facility is owned and
operated. Throughout the years Israel has tried a number of different methods pertaining to water
purification which can illustrate the methods that could help California plan their own
desalination industry. This note will argue that the questions pertaining to water rights and
distribution that arise in connection with private desalination facilities need to be addressed
through legislation and regulation and not solely left up to market forces and the wishes of the
private corporations.
Water desalination provides one way to create potable water. Desalination processes
water which contains high concentrations of salt and removes the salt so that the water is
Peter H. Gleick et al., The New Economy of Water: The Risks and Benefits of Globalization and Privatizationof
Fresh Water, PAC. INST. 22 (Feb. 2002), http://www.pacinst.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/02/new-economy-oftwater3.pdf [hereinafter Gleick].
2

The U.S. drought monitor provides a map which illustrates the varying levels of drought affecting areas all over the
United States. The map shows that Southern California was one of the areas in the United States that suffered from
extreme drought in 2013. Richard Heim, UNITED STATES DROUGHT MONITOR (Nov. 21, 2013),
http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/MapsAndData/MapArchive.aspx (Select date November 19, 2013 from archive menu
in left menu to view results released on November 21, 2013) [hereinafter Heim].
'

"The ocean's contain 97% of the Earth's water" and is too salty for most all purposes. Heather Cooley et al.,
Desalination, With a Grain of Salt: A CaliforniaPerspective, PAC. INST. (June 2006) www.pacinst.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/02/desalinationsreport3.pdf. [hereinafter Cooley] (discussing the current status of
desalination, discussing privatization, and assessing the advantages and disadvantages of desalination in California);
"The Pacific Institute has been a leader in evaluating, reviewing, and assessing the complex advantages and
disadvantages of these strategies," meaning water privatization. Water Privatization,PAC. INST.,
http://www.pacinst.org/issues/sustainable-water-management-local-to-global/water-privatization/ (last visited Jan.
20, 2014) [hereinafter Water Privatization].
4

' One major reason for the current crisis in Israel is "the enormous growth in the population ... and the rise in the
standards of living" and no balance between supply and demand was created. MK David Magen, The Parliamentary
Committee of Inquiry on the Israeli Water Sector, KNESSET 39 (June 2002),

http://www.knesset.gov.il/committees/eng/docs/englishwater.pdf [hereinafter Magen] (analyzing the water situation
in Israel and generating a report on what the Knesset should do and the history of what has already been done).
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acceptable to drink or use in farming. 6 Areas in the Middle East, such as Israel, have actively
utilized water desalination for many years, in order to change salt water into fresh clean water.
Israel alone is constantly expanding through the addition of new desalination plants and erected
Israel's first plant over fifty years ago.7 California is just beginning to enter into the large scale
desalination industry with the construction of the Carlsbad Project and should look to Israel to
determine what forms of regulations would be best to for California to reach its goal.'
Whether a desalination plant is publicly or privately owned and operated could have a
significant effect on the water rights and distribution of the processed water. Privatization could
hinder the success of desalination in the United States as well as create problems for the dispersal
and acquisition of clean water if it is not monitored. While California strictly regulates many
aspects pertaining to water, the issue of private ownership is not adequately dealt with in relation
to water desalination. Israel's treatment of private ownership of desalination plants and the effect
on the country illustrate that there needs to be collaboration between public and private entities.
Section II of this note will discuss the general history of water desalination and why it is
becoming increasingly used throughout the world. This section will further describe how both
Israel and California are using and constructing water desalination facilities. It will also provide
an analysis of private-public partnerships to illustrate how they are controlled and the benefits
and possible harm associated. Section III will analyze the advantages and disadvantages of
privatization, as well as how both Israel and California have responded to the growing issue.
This section will illustrate why these effects of privatization can both help and harm the
community. Israel has been utilizing desalination technologies for over fifty years and can

Reverse Osmosis has been found to be cost effective and generally wins out over the other methods. The
membranes used in reverse osmosis, mainly utilized in Israel, was first developed in 1960 in Israel by Professor
Sidney Loub. Abraham Tenne, Sea Water Desalinationin Israel: Planning, Coping with Difficulties, and Economic
Aspects of Long-Term Risks, ST. OF ISRAEL WATER AUTH. 10 (Oct. 2010),
http://www.water.gov.il/hebrew/planning-and-development/desalination/documents/desalination-in-israel.pdf
[hereinafter Planning].
6

7 FirstDesalinationPlant in Israel Starts Operation in Eilat, JTA (Jan. 2,

1964), http://www.jta.org/1964/01/02/archive/first-desalination-plant-in-israel-starts-operation-in-eilat [hereinafter
Eilat] (stating that the Eliat plant utilized the "method invented by Israeli scientist Alexander Zarchin" and three
other plants were already in the making).

CITY OF CARLSBAD CA, http://www.carlsbadca.gov/services/departments/water/pages/seawaterdist.aspx
visited Nov. 22, 2013). [hereinafter CARLSBAD].
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(last

provide an illustration of what has failed and what has potential. California's system is being
studied because it is in the process of constructing what is to be one of the largest desalination
plants in the United States that will provide water for public consumption and most likely lead to
many issues pertaining to control. Moreover, one of these issues may be the use of privatization
of the plants. This note will create a basic model to be adapted by the State of California to
address privatization and how it should be monitored by the State in order to protect the public.
II.

A.

BACKGROUND

Water Desalination

Water desalination is the process of taking unusable water, such as salt water or brackish
water, and turning it into clean potable water. 9 The salt is separated from the water, which can be
done with sea water, ocean water, or brackish water. There are a number of different processes
that can be utilized to extract the salt, which all have different impacts on the environment and
economy. 10 Water Desalination is becoming a popular and growing industry which is utilized all
over the world, even in areas people do not believe to be in desperate need of water." The idea
of removing the salt content from water has roots going back to at least 1790 when Thomas
Jefferson "received a request to sell the government a distillation method to convert salt water to
fresh water."12 In those days the people wanted the salt instead of the fresh water." In the 1960's
President Kennedy supported the "idea of large scale commercial desalination."

14

He stated in

9 Cooley, supra note 4, at 10.
1o "Desalination technology is in use throughout the world for a wide range or purposes, including providing potable
fresh water for domestic and municipal purposes, treaded water for industrial purposes, and emergency water for
refugee or military operations." Id.

" Britain is attempting the first large-scale desalination plant in England because London "is classes as 'seriously
water-stressed."' John Vidal, Water DesalinationPlant Opens for Testing in Beckton, London, THE GUARDIAN
(June 28, 2011, 5:56 EDT), http://www.theguardian.conenvironment/201 1/jun/28/water-desalination-plantbeckton-london. The facility will only be used "during 'prolonged' dry periods, when it can supply up to 1 million
people." Id. "Desalination has become the preferred method for water-stressed cities near to coasts to provide clean
water for burgeoning populations. From just a handful of major plants in the 1960s, there are now 15,180 major
desalination plants in 150 countries, supplying about 300 million people with daily water." Id.
12

Cooley, supra note 4, at 11.

13 Id.
1

4 Id.
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1961 "if we could ever competitively, at a cheap rate, get fresh water from salt water, that it
would be in the long-range interests of humanity which would really dwarf any other scientific
accomplishments." 15 While water desalination has deep roots as a concept, modem technological
advancements have made desalination economically viable on a large scale for public
consumption.
One of the authorities on all aspects of water desalination is IDE technologies, which
"specializes in the development, engineering, construction and operation of enhanced
desalination facilities. ... 16 The organization is responsible for desalination plants all around
the world.17 IDE is currently in charge of the Carlsbad project in San Diego, California and one
of the largest and most advanced desalination plants in Sorek, Israel." Furthermore, IDE controls
much of the Israeli desalination market. 19
While water desalination may alleviate the issue of insufficient water, no matter what
method is used or who constructs the plant, water desalination is costly. 20 The high costs lead to
private companies having to pay for the construction and operation of the plant. Water

" John F. Kennedy, THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY PROJECT, http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=8055 (last
visited Mar. 6, 2014).
IDE Technologies is an Israeli entity that is also the "world leader in water treatment solutions." IDE
TECHNOLOGIES, http://www.ide-tech.com (last visited Nov. 21, 2013). [hereinafter IDE]; World Leader in Low
Temperature Desalination,IDE TECHNOLOGIES LTD., http://www.businessweek.com/adsection/israel/ide.htm
[hereinafter World Leader in Desalination](last visited Jan. 20, 2014) (explaining that IDE technologies is wholly
owned by Israel Chemicals Ltd.).
16

IDE, supra note 16; World Leader in Desalination,supra note 16 (detailing that since "its inception in 1965, the
company has sold more than 300 desalination plants of various types and sizes to 36 countries worldwide").
17

" World Leader in Desalination,supra note 16.
19 In Israel IDE Technologies indirectly controls "70% of the country's desalination capacity" and was recently
criticized for it because it "creates concerns of a possible monopoly." Israel Counts the Cost of Open Competition,
13 GLOBAL WATER INTELLIGENCE 5 (2012), available at
http://www.globalwaterintel.conarchive/13/5/general/israel-counts-cost-open-competition.html; see also Avi BarEli, DesalinationMonopoly Squeezing Government Dry, HAARETZ (Sept. 4, 2011, 2:05 AM),
http://www.haaretz.com/business/desalination-monopoly-squeezing-government-dry-1.382433. Desalinated water
accounts for "[o]ne third of the water" Israeli households use, and 80% of that water "is treated by a single
company-IDE." Id. The government's system for collecting bids for construction is competitive; however, once the
private companies manage the facilities "the process [is] no longer competitive" and IDE has too much bargaining
power. Id.

20 CARLSBAD, supra note 8.
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privatization is "turning over some or all of the assets or operations of a public system to a
private company." 2 1 There are three ways in which desalination may be privatized:
[T]he desalinationplant is solely sponsored by a private company and the water
producedis sold to local public agencies (such as the plantsproposed by Poseidon
Resources in Huntington Beach and Carlsbad);the desalinationplant is sponsored
by a private water company that is responsiblefor delivering water directly to its
customers (such as the plant proposed by Cal Am in Moss Landing); or a private
company partnerswith a public agency in a possible range of capacitiesto produce
and deliver water (such as the plantproposed by Pajaro-SunnyMesa and Poseidon
Resources in Moss Landing).22
There are many problems associated with privatization in any form and each style has important
implications relating to how it should be regulated.23 While privatization is important for making
the process of desalinating water affordable, there needs to be some regulations in place for the
companies to follow. Therefore, California and the United States should proceed cautiously and
create regulations for privatization.
B. The Use of Desalinationin Israel
Over the decades Israel has suffered greatly from a lack of usable water because of
drought and over population, causing a serious need for an expansion in water technology. 24 In
1964 the first desalination plant in Israel was constructed in Eilat.2 5 Even as it was being
constructed plans for three more facilities were in place.2 6 Since then, Israel has opened a
plethora of desalination plants and is currently planning one of the largest desalination facility in
the world.2 7 Israel does not have much of a choice; they have to utilize desalination because they

21

Water Privatization,supra note 4.

22

Cooley, supra note 4, at 69.

23

Id.

David Horovitz, How Israel Beat the Drought, THE TIMES OF ISRAEL (Feb. 26, 2013, 2:53 PM),
http://www.timesofisrael.com/how-israel-beat-the-drought/ (stating that even though there were commercials
featuring a celebrity drying out because of the drought, the water crisis is now miraculously over).
24

25

Eilat, supra note 7.

26

Id.

IDE, supra note 16; see generally Ben Sales, Water Surplus in Israel? With Desalination, once Unthinkable is
Possible, JTA (May 28, 2013 3:46 PM), http://www.jta.org/2013/05/28/news-opinion/israel-middle-east/watersurplus-in-israel-with-desalination-once-unthinkable-is-possible (after many years of drought, some people see the
possibility of a water surplus in Israel because of desalination).
27

28

have "one of the lowest renewable water sources per capita and unlike many other
[Mediterranean Middle East] countries has used up most of its scope for optimizing resources
through efficiency measures."28
Over the years the use of water desalination has substantially alleviated the problem of
water shortages. 29 Currently the use of desalinated water greatly contributes to the total amount
of water suited for drinking in Israel."o However, water desalination is costly" and the Israeli
government allows private corporations to bid on the facilities, which creates a collaboration in
order to make the projects economically viable.3 2 Therefore, private organizations are brought in
to fund the projects in order to make them economically viable.
The 1959 Israeli Water Law expressly states that all water resources are public property
and under the control of the State of Israel.

Water resources belong to the public and "are

Jennifer Deane, PrivateSector Participationin Desalinationin the MediterraneanMiddle East (MME) -Past,
Presentand Future, DESALINATION 152, 57-66, at 64 (2003) [hereinafter Deane].
28

Meredith Mandell, Water From the Sea: The Risks and Rewards ofIsrael'sHuge Bet on Desalination,INT'L Bus.
TIMEs (July 14, 2012, 1:39 PM), http://www.ibtimes.com/water-sea-risks-and-rewards-israels-huge-betdesalination-723429 (discussing how much of the yearly water supply the Ashkelon water desalination facility
generates, how the benefits of water desalination in Israel outweigh the costs, and an overview of the process of
water desalination).
29

30 In 2012 the annual production of desalinated water counted for "20% of total potable water" and in "2013 the
annual production of Desalinated water will be . . . (40% of total potable water)." Gilad Fernandes, Economics

Aspects in Water Management in Israel, ST. OF ISRAEL WATER AUTH.,

http://www.water.gov.il/Hebrew/ProfessionallnfoAndData/2012/06-Israel-Water-Sector-Economics-(Policy-andPrices).pdf (last visited Jan, 13, 2014) (stating also that the main goal of the Israeli Water Authority is to "assure that
water will be sustainable, available, reliable, in the required quantities, locations, and qualities"); Israel's Water
Economy, MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURES, ENERGY AND WATER RES.,

http://energy.gov.il/English/Subjects/water/Pages/AboutWater.aspx (last visited Jan, 13, 2014) [hereinafter Water
Economy] (explaining that the Water Authority is the executive branch of the government "in charge of Israel's
water economy").
Marcy Oster, FinancingApproved for Huge DesalinationPlantin Israel, JTA (May 24, 2011, 2:08 PM),
http://www.jta.org/2011/05/24/news-opinion/israel-middle-east/financing-approved-for-huge-desalination-plant-inisrael [hereinafter Oster] (discussing that the Sorek facility will cost $400 million and will be responsible for about
20% of the water used in households).
31

The fundamental procedures for desalination facilities are a "public offering and bids by the private sector for
construction and operation of each facility.' In 2002, the first large scale construction by private companies was
initiated. Planning, supra note 6; see also Abraham Tenne, The Master Planfor Desalinationin Israel, 2020, ST. OF
ISRAEL WATER AUTH. (Oct. 2011), http://www.water.gov.il/Hebrew/ProfessionallnfoAndData/2012/07-IsraelWater-Sector-Desalination.pdf (describing that another way the Israeli government helps pay for the desalinated
water is through Water Tariffs).
32

Ora Tamir, Administrative and Legal Aspects of Water Use in Israel, in WATER IN ISRAEL: PART A 171, 172
(Jochanan Bonn6 ed., 1973); see generally KNESSET,
33

29

governed by the State."3 4 However, the 1959 Water Law does not mention "sea, desalinated
water, treated water or imported water." 3 5 From the principle that water is public "stems the
conclusion that there is no private ownership of water." 36 The Water belongs to the people and
the government holds it until it can be distributed.
While the Israeli government does not believe in private ownership of water, it does
utilize a private-public partnership where some aspects of the project remain private, while the
State still retains some control. 7 The water still belongs to the people and the government has
the final say, but the private sector has entered into the construction and management of the
facility. In order to make the project economically feasible Israel has to allow private
organizations to come in and build the facility and control some aspects of the process, but the
State of Israel still retains the rights to the water.
C. The Use of Desalinationin California
Similarly, there are also many areas in the United States that suffer from a lack of
drinkable water because of drought, especially Southern California.

3

Throughout the United

States many fights that have broken out over water because of an increasing demand and one
option to satisfy the demand is through desalination. 39 While every State in the United States has
a water desalination plant within its borders, they are all relatively small facilities that do not

http://www.knesset.gov.il/committees/eng/docs/reports-eng.htm (last visited Nov. 21, 2013); "The Water Law
regulates the management of Israel's water resources, their preservation and their allocation for use. Enacted in
1959, and most recently amended in May 2006." Water Legislation, SEMIDE EMWIS http://www.emwisil.org/en/Waterlegislation/legislation_01.htm (last updated Jan. 4, 2008) [hereinafter Water Legislation].
34

Magen, supra note 5, at 35.

35 Id.
36 Id.

37 Public-PrivatePartnershipRecommended for DesalinationFinancing,THE UNIV. OF ARIZ.,

http://wrrc.arizona.edu/awr/s1 1/financing (last visited Nov. 21, 2013) [hereinafter ARIZONA]; Collaboration
Between Private and Public Sectorfor FinancialDesalinationin Israel, ST. OF ISRAEL WATER AUTH.,
http://www.swimsm.eu/index.php?option=com-phocadownload&view=category&download=464%3Apspluxembourgday2casestudy-israelpdf (last visited Nov. 21, 2013).

38

Heim, supra note 3.

Robert Glennon, Water Scarcity, Marketing, and Privatization, 83 TEx. L. REv. 1873, 1875-80 (2005) [hereinafter
Glennon].
39

30

produce enough water for public consumption. 40 Large scale desalination plants have been
proposed before and actually built in Arizona and Florida, but they encountered many issues. 4 1
The Carlsbad project in San Diego, California will be the first large scale project in the United
States and will provide water for public consumption. 42 The Carlsbad project is being undertaken
by IDE Technologies and is very costly, but utilizes a private-public partnership in order to make
the project economically viable.4 3
The regulations in California are silent as to the issue of whether ownership of
desalination facilities should be public or private and the effects and impacts privatization should
have on the water industry. A few sources have drawn attention to the fact that the need to
regulate or even address private ownership has been ignored.4 4 Furthermore, one source states
that desalination facilities should be recognized as service providers instead of holders of private
property.4 5 The idea that desalination facilities should be recognized as service providers
illustrates at least some concern with the idea of private interest in water. If desalination was
viewed as a service then it would be subject to already established regulations and laws.

40 Michael Pappas, UnnaturalResource Law: Situating Desalinationin CoastalResource and Water Law Doctrines,

86 TUL. L. REV. 81, 91 (2011) [hereinafter Pappas].
41

Cooley, supra note 4, at 23.

Pappas, supra note 40, at 91; "The Carlsbad Desalination Project will provide San Diego County with a locallycontrolled, drought-proof supply of high-quality water that meets or exceeds all state and federal drinking water
42

standards."

THE CARLSBAD DESALINATION PROJECT, http://carlsbaddesal.coni

(last visited Jan. 20, 2014)

[hereinafter CARLSBAD DESALINATION]. By 2016, the project will be "delivering water to the businesses and
residents in San Diego County." Id.
See generally IDE, supra note 16; Randall Hackley, California DesalinationFinancingCloses on $1 Billion
Project, BLOOMBERG (Jan. 1, 2013, 12:10 PM), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-01-01/californiadesalination-financing-closes-on-1-billion-project.html (describing how the Carlsbad water desalination project is
the largest in California and is costing hundreds of millions in tax exempt bonds as well as private equity. The
facility is also to use reverse osmosis technology.); Felicity Barringer, In California, What Price Water?, N.Y.
TIMES (Feb. 28, 2013), http://www.nytimes.coni2013/03/01/business/energy-environment/a-costly-californiadesalination-plant-bets-on-future-affordability.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 (discussing the Carlsbad project and how
the San Diego Water Authority bought the land and will pay "more than $3 billion over 30 years for only about 7
percent of the county's water needs").
4

17 CAL. ENVTL. INSIDER, no. 6, 2003, at 9; 17 CAL. ENVTL. INSIDER, no. 20, 2004, at 4 (discussing that the "most
controversial part of the draft report was its conclusion that 'there may be differences in applying Coastal Act
policies to public or private desalination"').
44

45

Pappas, supra note 40, at 81.
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California heavily regulates most areas of water desalination. Ocean waters in California
"are part of the public commons and are protected under the public trust doctrine."46 However,
through desalination the water is turned into a commodity which causes concern over whether
the water will remain public. 4 7 Since California views Ocean water as a public common, why
should drinking water be treated any differently? The environmental aspects of water
desalination are strictly regulated both nationally and in California. 48 Yet, there is no legislation
or regulation on private ownership of the desalination plants and the water produced. Most of the
focus surrounding desalination remains on the environmental impacts. In order to protect water
and make sure it stays a public right, privatization of the industry has to be strictly monitored so
that the desalinated water does not become a private resource.
D. Private-PublicPartnerships
Privatizing the water industry "encompasses an enormous variety of possible watermanagement arrangements. Privatization can be partial, leading to so called public/private
partnerships, or complete, leading to the total elimination of government responsibility for water
systems." 4 9 In Israel all water sources are public and belong to the people of Israel. However,
there may be collaboration between the private and public sectors.5 0 For example the state may
own the land while the plant is privately owned, or the whole operation is private until the final
step when the water is sent to the government to distribute.5 1 The government has the private
companies construct and operate the facilities, but the water still belongs to the people of Israel.
The Israeli government also has a policy for "dividing all risks between the private companies
46

Cooley, supra note 4.

47

Id.

Two of the main environmental protection agencies are the California Environmental Protection Agency and the
United States Environmental Protection Agency. CAL. ENvTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, http://www.calepa.ca.gov/
(last visited Nov. 25, 2013); ENvTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, http://www2.epa.gov/aboutepa/epa-california (last
visited Nov. 25, 2013).
48

49

Gleick, supra note 2, at 21.

While water sources are public, there may be collaboration between the private and public sectors. Planning,
supra note 6; Water Economy, supra note 29 (stating that "the State has managed, in collaboration with the private
sector, to maximize this limited resource and create a green and blooming environment, paralleling water-rich
nations").
5o

51

ARIZONA, supra note 37.

32

that receive the tender, and the govemment." 52 Therefore, neither organization will be left with
all of the risks and problems that could arise. Some of the plants in Israel cost billions of dollars,
so private organizations are needed to help pay for the cost of construction and the continued use
of the desalination plants.53 If there was no privatization the government of Israel would have to
finance the entire project and it would not be economically viable.
In California privatization is used so that the desalination facilities represent an
economically viable option to combat the drought. The new Carlsbad facility will utilize a form
of a private-public partnership. 54 The Carlsbad water purchase agreement is a 30-year contract
between the San Diego Water Authority and Poseidon, and Poseidon has a 30-year contract with
IDE as the operator.55 However, a private-public partnership in Tampa Bay Florida did not end
well and illustrated that there needs to be securities in place if the financing falls through.5 6
While it did not involve desalination there is also a controversy occurring now in California over
private arrangements in a water reservoir.5 7 The United States' history of groundwater pumping
being a "free-for-all" with very weak rules had disastrous results in the 1900's.58

Planning, supra note 6, at 10. In this case tender means the organization that placed a bid on the construction of
the facility and won the contract. One example of the sharing of risk is "the take-or-pay policy" which "ensures that
the government will pay for the agreed-upon volume of water that is supplied by the desalination facility each year,
even if less than that volume is actually required or used." Id. at 10-11.
52

53

See generally Oster, supra note 31.

54 CARLSBAD, supra note 8.
55 ProjectAgreements, THE CARLSBAD DESALINATION PROJECT, http://carlsbaddesal.com/project-agreements (last

visited Jan. 20, 2014). The water purchase agreement commits the San Diego County Water Authority "to purchase
a minimum 48,000 AF/year of product and provides the option to demand a maximum 56,000 AF/year." Id.;
CARLSBAD DESALINATION, supra note 42 (explaining that "Poseidon specializes in developing and financing water
infrastructure projects, primarily seawater desalination and water treatment plants. Poseidon's projects are
implemented through innovative public-private partnerships that link private financing with the construction and
operation of water supply and treatment projects").
Cooley, supra note 4, at 70. The Tampa desalination plant "highlights the danger of privatization and should serve
as an important lesson for water agencies considering partnering with a private entity. Tampa Bay Water negotiated
a 'design-build-operate-transfer' scheme with Poseidon Resources in 1999. When Poseidon and its project partner
were unable to secure financing, Tampa Bay Water was left with the financial liability and engineering
consequences. Tampa Bay Water was forced to purchase Tampa Bay Desal, thereby assuming full responsibility,
and risk, of the desalination plant." Id.
56

57 See infra p. 15 and note 115.
5

Glennon, supra note 39, at 1877.

Just having public water desalination providers may not be economically feasible because
of the extremely high costs associated with constructing and maintaining the facility. However,
when the plant is completely private with no public accountability the water may not be
distributed to the public. Furthermore, solely private desalination facilities would confuse the
issue of water rights. It would be unclear who possessed the ownership rights to the water; the
state or the private owner. How the water would be distributed and to whom would also pose a
problem when the facility is completely private.

III.

DISCUSSION

A. Harmful Effects of Privatizationin the Water Industry
In 2010 the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution declaring access to
clean water an essential human right. 59 Furthermore, the resolution is "to provide financial
resources, help capacity-building and technology transfer to help countries, in particular
developing countries, to provide safe, clean, accessible and affordable drinking water and
sanitation for all." 60 Many laws also view water as a public entity as seen with the Israeli Water
Law 61 and the California Coastal Act. 62 Providing "water to individuals, families, and
communities has long been considered an essential public good, and hence a core governmental
responsibility. "63
Some reasoning for privatization can be: "shrinking public revenue, looming costs for
long-overdue capital improvements, and a widening perception that private operators run

59

Water =Life: How PrivatizationUndermines the Human Right to Water, FOOD AND WATER WATCH (July 2011),

http://documents.foodandwaterwatch.org/doc/RighttoWater-FoodWaterWatch.pdf. [hereinafter Water=Life]. Food
and Water Watch is a nonprofit research and advocacy group whose mission is "to ensure the food, water and fish
we consume is safe, accessible and sustainably produced. So we can all enjoy and trust in what we eat and drink, we
help people take charge of where their food comes from, keep clean, affordable, public tap water flowing freely to
our homes, protect the environmental quality of oceans, force government to do its job protecting citizens, and
educate about the importance of keeping the global commons - our shared resources - under public control." Id.
60 The Human Right to Water and Sanitation, UNDESA

http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/humanrightjto_water.shtml.
includes eight facts pertaining to the human right to water. Id.
61

The resolution is titled 64/292 and the site

Israeli Water Law. Magen, supra note 5.

62 California Coastal Act. Seawater Desalinationand the CaliforniaCoastalAct, CAL. COASTAL COMM'N 15 (Mar.

2004), http://coastal.ca.gov/energy/14a-3-2004-desalination.pdf. [hereinafter CAL. COASTAL COMM'N].
63

Gleick, supra note 2, at 22.
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systems more efficiently."" Water desalination can be very costly so private companies
financing and controlling the plants make the exorbitant price of water desalination more
manageable to certain cities or countries. However, in some cases privatization of water services
"can actually stand in the way of the human right to water more than it can help to achieve it." 65
Private control of the industry can lead to the focus shifting from increasing access to water to
increasing profits. 66 This would affect most drastically those who cannot afford increasing prices
and in most instances those who do not have alternative access to clean water. One argument
against privatization is that "while customers can and should provide some portion of the funding
for water systems, it isn't possible for them to fully fund large capital-intensive infrastructure
projects. Full cost pricing would disproportionately burden low-income households, possibly
making water service unaffordable for many families." 67 Moreover, "[p]oor peri-urban
populations have traditionally been underserved because they lack political power or
representation, they come from unofficial 'communities,' or they may be unable to pay as much
for water as residents in wealthier areas. Privatization can potentially worsen this neglect." 68 The
less fortunate in the world are the people who would be the most affected.
Are We Better OffPrivatizing Water?, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 8, 2012),
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10000872396390443816804578002280926253750 [hereinafterPrivatizing].
The article provides two opposing views on privatizing water. Richard G. Little writes the position for privatization
and Wenonah Hunter writes the argument against. Id.; see also Gleick, supra note 2, at 21 (stating that "[t]reating
water as an economic good, and privatizing water systems, are not new ideas. Private entrepreneurs, investor-owned
utilities, or other market tools have long provided water or water services in different parts of the world. What is
new is the extent of privatization efforts underway today, and the growing public awareness of, and attention, to
problems associated with these efforts"). Privatization has "resurfaced for several reasons; first, public water
agencies have been unable to satisfy the most basic needs for water for all humans; second, major multinational
corporations have greatly expanded their efforts to take over responsibility for a larger portion of the water service
market than ever before; and third, several recent highly publicized privatization efforts have failed or generated
great controversy." Id.
64

65

Water=Life, supra note 59.

66

Id., see also Privatizing,supra note 64 (stating that "[p]rivate water providers are businesses. They are motivated

by their bottom line").
Privatizing, supra note 64. This piece of the article was written by Wenonah Hunter who is "the executive director
of Food and Water Watch," a non-profit organization. Id. She also stated that "[w]hen it comes to efficiently and
affordably providing water to our communities, public control trumps private profits." Id.
67

Gleick, supra note 2, at 29 (describing "[o]ne of the basic goals of any proposal to provide water services
(publicly or privately) should be to meet explicitly the needs of under-served communities through an expansion of
access to water . . . services"). To protect the under-represented "tools for inducing concessionaires to invest in
coverage in low-income areas should be part of any agreement, with provisions for mandates, quantitative
performance indicators, and economic incentives." Id. at 30.
68
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In some situations private ownership can violate water rights and fail to protect the
public. "Privatization of water management can . .

lead to the loss of local ownership of water

systems, which can in turn lead to neglect of the public interest." 69 The loss of public rights and
control can be either intentional on the part of the private entity when they create the contract or
unintentional, but nevertheless harm the public. 7 0 While private ownership can help, there has to
be guidelines pertaining to the amount of control the public retains.
Only those who can pay extreme prices will have access to potable water, which is
supposed to be a human right. While we would still have to pay for the water if desalination was
public or a municipality the water would still be allocated to the people, not the highest bidder.
The price of the water would also be regulated by the state or federal government. With
privatization the water would no longer be a public resource for the people in need, but could
become private property.
All over the world "water privatization has led to corruption, lack of corporate
accountability, loss of local agency, weakened water quality standards, and steep rate hikes that
eliminate poor people's access to water." 7 1 So that the rights of the people are protected and
privatization of the water industry can move forward, the Pacific institute created a number of
principles and standards: 72
1.] Meet basic human needs for water. All residents in a service area should be
guaranteeda basic water quantity under any privatizationagreement.

69

Gleick, supra note 2, at 35.

70 "While some privatization contracts and proposals do not lead to any formal change in water rights, a growing

number either intentionally or unintentionally change the status quo. Some even explicitly transfer ownership of
water resources from public to private entities." Id. at 36. "Water management is far too important for human and
ecological well-being to be placed entirely in the private sector." Id. at 43.
71

Outside of the United States this can be seen in Mexico with Vivendi and Suez, in Bolivia with Bechtel, and in

India with Coca-Cola. Water Usage and Privatization,FOOD EMPOWERMENT PROJECT,

www.foodispower.org/water-usage-privatization/ (last visited Nov. 21, 2013). [hereinafter FOOD PROJECT]; see
generally NESTL, http://www.nestleusa.coni (Nestle is a multinational company that has its headquarters in
Switzerland. Their motto is "good food, good life" and they are they "aim to enhance lives, throughout life, with
good food and beverages that not only taste delicious, but are also healthy and nutritious.").
The institute argues that "all privatization agreements should meet certain standards and incorporate specific
principles." Gleick, supra note 2, at 40.
72
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Contractagreements to provide water services in any region must ensure that
unmet basic human water needs are met first, before more water is provided to
existing customers. Basic water requirements should be clearly defined.

3.1 Governments should retain or establishpublic ownership or control of water
sources.
The "socialgood" dimensions of water cannot be fully protected if ownership of
water sources is entirely private. Permanentand unequivocalpublic ownership of
water sources gives the public the strongest single point of leverage in ensuring
that an acceptable balance between social and economic concerns is achieved.

3.3 Contracts that lay out the responsibilitiesof each partnerare a prerequisite
for the success of any privatization.
Contracts must protect the public interest; this requiresprovisions ensuring the quality of
service and a regulatory regime that is transparent, accessible, and accountable to the
public. Good contracts will include explicit performance criteriaand standards, with
73
oversight by government regulatoryagencies and non-governmental organizations.

While these principles and standards were created for privatization of the water industry in general they
can still be helpful in determining what should be done about privatization in the water desalination
industry.
One example of issues arising through the use of Privatization occurred in Florida. In
1999 The Tampa Bay Desalination Plant in Florida was approved and was to be "privately
owned and operated."7 4 It was to supply drinking water to the public by adding it to the
municipal supply. 75 The project was to cost $110 million, but the whole project encountered

Id. at 40-41. Principle 3.4 also states that "Clear dispute-resolution procedures should be developed prior to
privatization. Dispute resolution procedures should be specified clearly in contracts. It is necessary to develop
practical procedures that build upon local institutions and practices, are free of corruption, and difficult to
circumvent." Id. at 41.
73

74

Cooley, supra note 4, at 23.

75 Id.
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problems.7 6 In 2006 the plant was still not operational because of management issues and
technological failures.77 While it wasn't solely the private organizations fault, many of the
problems probably could have been avoided with strict scrutiny on the construction and
management of the facility. While private corporations can be helpful the local government has
to make sure all the laws are being followed so that they are not left with all the problems when
the facility fails.
While it hasn't occurred within the desalination industry Nestl6 has illustrated how
privatization can become corrupt and injure the community. Nestl6 describes the extreme side of
the spectrum on how out of control privatization can become. Nestl6 has even been labeled "the
poster child for what is wrong with the privatization movement." 7 ' Throughout the United States
Nestl6 has broken water laws, polarized communities and has caused prices to sky rocket. 79
Nestl6 has created many controversies throughout the United States and has escalated the issue
of water bottle pollution.8 0 The CEO of Nestl6 stated that water is not a human right and needs to
be privatized." The views of Nestl6 and its CEO of water privatization in general illustrate how
the need for profit can create problems within privatization and create a negative connotation.
However, not all corporations are this extreme and if properly monitored and made accountable
to the people, privatization could work.

76

Id. at 24.

77 Some of the problems the project encountered were that the plant had violated its sewage permit, the testing
showed the pipes were rusted and corroded. By 2006 there was an extra $29 million in repairs and the facility still
was not operational. This facility has never proved operational. Id.; Tampa Bay Seawater Desalination Plant,
TAMPA BAY WATER (2010) http://www.tampabaywater.org/documents/fact-sheets/desal-fact-sheet.pdf (explaining
that finally in December 2007 after many problems and extensive testing the Tampa Bay Desalination plant became
fully operational).
78

Glennon, supra note 39, at 1896.

79 FOOD PROJECT, supra note 71; see generally Corporate Water Privatization,SIERRA CLUB,

http://sierraclub.org/committees/cac/water/ (last visited Jan. 20, 2014) (describing how the Sierra Club "educates
and advocates to prevent corporate control of water" and how they want Nestle "to respect the right of local
communities to exercise democrative control over the use of their water.").
so Id.
" Nestle CEO: Water is Not a Human Right, Should be Privatized,TRUE ACTIVIST (Apr. 26, 2013),
www.trueactivist.com/nestle-ceo-water-is-not-a-human-right-should-be-privatized/ (including a video featuring the
CEO of Nestle where he discusses his views on privatization and water which he feels is not a human right).
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B. Advantages to Privatization
However, privatization offers advantages as well: it is a more "efficient use of public
resources and the use of private capital to build these facilities."8 2 Throughout the water industry
private companies have accomplished private improvements. The privatization in 1993 "of the
water supply in Buenos Aires, Argentina led to some rapid improvements in water
availability."8

Private companies would also be able to research and finance new technologies

better. The American water system in general will require huge investments - "as much as $1
trillion over the next 25 years."8 4 Public utilities often receive insufficient funding so cannot
always make necessary improvements, whereas privatized utilities "can be expected to charge
rates that not only cover costs but encourage investment, innovation and technological
advancement." 85 The investment into new technologies by private entities "may have a higher
initial cost, but they offer savings, too, which can be shared with customers while improving
service and quality." 86 Private utilities would have the funding and technology to make
improvements and keep plants running. While it may look like the rates are higher for privately
owned utilities, sometimes there is a reason that is advantageous to the public.
Furthermore, "[m]ismanagement is not a problem limited to private operators, just as
good management is not intrinsic to public systems." 8 7 Privatization allows water desalination to
become a feasible means of generating clean water. There is research by the Pacific Institute that,

suggests thatprivatization is not the bright line dividing success andfailure in
municipal water systems. Privatizationor public-privatepartnershipscan play a
role in bringing water services to those without or improving service in areas that
82 Juan-Carlos Ortiz, InternationalTrade Agreements and Private DesalinationPlants:
Is California'sCoast Safe?,

30 WHITTIER L. REv. 671, 691 (2009) [hereinafter Ortiz] (discussing and refuting the California Coastal
Commission's concerns on the harmful impact privatization could have on International Trade Agreements).
Gleick, supra note 2, at 23. Through privatization in Buenos Aires the "percentage of the population served has
increased from 70 percent to 85 percent, an addition of 1.6 million customers, many of who are poor." Id.
83

Privatizing, supra note 64. This piece of the article for the investment into privatizing is written by Richard G.
Little who is a "senior fellow at the Sol Price School of Public Policy at the University of Southern California." Id.
84

85 Id.
86 Id.
87

Id.
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need capitalinvestment. But, we must ensure that any agreements don't undercut
the public interest, harm the environment or lock municipalitiesinto unfair and
unsafe deals.8 8
If stringent regulations are placed on the private entities and they are monitored, privatization
could provide a way to deal with the problem of the extreme costs of water desalination. In order
for privatization "to be successful, governments must regulate water as a social good, ensuring
access to all at a fair price." 89 So long as the water remains a public resource privatization can
finance the process and technological and scientific advancements can continue to occur. While
most of the research pertaining to privatization and examples on how the community is affected
deal with water municipalities, the same principles can be transferred to water desalination
facilities. The issues that have arisen for the water industry in general have a great possibility of
becoming problems for the desalination facilities in the future if the issues are not addressed
now. Privatization offers advantages pertaining to costs and technologies, but it also has the
potential to harm the community. The lessons learned from the water industry illustrate that there
is a need to protect the people from the harmful effects through regulations.
C. Israel's Water Policy Model
Control of Israel's water policy has historically resides solely with the government,
which has caused many problems. 90 All water is the property of the State of Israel. 9 1 The control
and supply of water in Israel was run by Mekorot, a public corporation, which is a criticized as
being a "poorly regulated governmental monopoly .... "92 Since Mekorot is a monopoly there is

8

Water Privitization,supra note 4.

89

Glennon, supra note 39, at 1896.

90 The reports found that "irresponsible management of the water supply for 25 years has caused the destruction of

the water reserves of Israel and serious damage to water quality." Steven Plaut, Water Policy in Israel, 49 INST. FOR
ADVANCED STRATEGIC AND POL. STUD. 1 (2000), http://www.mafhoum.conpress/iasps1.pdf [hereinafter Plaut]; see
also Water Legislation, supra note 33 (stating that under The Water Law "[t]he main feature of Israel's water
resources management is the fact that they are subject to an administrative regulation," and "[t]he allocation of water
is done by administrative decision."
91 Plaut, supra note 90, at 3.
92

Mekorot, Ltd., is a public corporation in Israel that pumps and supplies over half of Israel's water supply. Id. at 4.
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no competition and no need to improve efficiency. 93 Israel, furthermore, has a problem with
misallocation because "water allotments have come to be regarded as entitlements for farmers." 94
Moreover, a large portion of the water resources are "exported." 9 5
Recently Israel changed its approach to the control of the water industry and is looking to
privatize. 96 Through the Israeli Water and Sewage Corporation Act of 2001 Israel established
corporations to take over the water management, which would then sell to a private
corporation. 97 The 2001 Water and Sewage Law "signaled a first step in the transformation of the
administratively managed water sector to a more commercially oriented one." 98 One of the
objectives of the law includes ". . . the enabling of private sector investments for infrastructure,
including through public-private partnerships (PPP's)."99 There are two types of private-public
partnerships utilized in Israel for water desalination plants: BOT and BOO.1 00 The BOT method
allows a private company to build, operate, and transfer the plant for "approximately 25

93

Id.

94 Farm interests are placed at the top of the list because of the farmers' political clout and lobbyists. Id.
Id. The water is being used to trade with other countries in the area, which is causing problems and also helping
countries where the north of the country might have access to water but not the South. See generally Roi Kais,
Jordan, Israel in Advanced talks on Water Deal, YNETNEWS (Aug. 22, 2013, 11:19),
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4420873,00.html (negotiations are being discussed between Israel and
Jordan for a water trade. Israel will provide reservoir water and Jordan will build a desalination plant and provide
95

water to Israel); see generally Ian J. Silverbrand, The History and PotentialFuture of the Israeli-PalestinianWater

Conflict, 44 STAN. J.

INT'L L.

221 (2008) (discussing negotiations and agreements that will affect water allocation).

Magen, supra note 5; Deane, supra note 28, at 59 (stating that "[i]n recent years there has been a considerable
increase in [Private Sector Participation] involvement in the Middle East").
96

97 Zecharya Tagar et al., Whose Water is it? Privatizationof Water and Sewage Services, Sea Water Desalination

and Public Participation,FOEME, http://foeme.org/uploads/publications-publ32_1.pdf (last visited Nov. 22, 2013)
[hereinafter Tagar] (discussing the private sector's entrance into the water economy of Israel and some of the
negative implications that may come with privatization).
98 Water Legislation, supra note 33 (explaining that the Water and Sewerage Corporations Law "provides for the
gradual transfer of water and sewerage services from the municipalities to corporate entities.").
99 Id.
100

Planning, supra note 6, at 7-9.
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years." 10 1 The BOO project allows a private company to build, own, and operate the facility for
25 years.

102

Israel utilizes private sector participation and is one of the lowest risk countries in the
Middle East for private investors. With 100% being the lowest risk possible, Israel earned a
rating of 71.5% in 2002.103 While many countries in the Middle East are combining their
desalination facilities with power plants "Israel is progressing with stand-alone desalination
plants under BOT type structures." 104 Israel is one of the most attractive Middle Eastern
countries for investments into desalination from the perspective of the private sector because of
its "sovereign credit rating, the GDP per capita and the recent track record."1 05
The move to privatization of water desalination facilities is being criticized in Israel and
being labeled as contrary to the public interest. 106 A couple reasons that the Israeli government
decided to privatize was in response to the problems caused by the governmental monopoly and
the government wanted to keep the funds within the water municipality instead of thinly spread
out across the board. 107 However, if not properly monitored, privatization could create just as
many problems as the governmental monopoly did.

101 Id. at 5. One example of a Build, Operate, and Transfer ("BOT") partnership is the Ashkelon and Sorek cite in
Israel.
102

Id. One example of a Build, Own, and Operate ("BOO") partnership is the Palmachim facility in Israel.

103

Deane, supra note 28, at 64.

.

1 Id. at 66; Planning,supra note 6, at 10 (describing that "[b]uilders of the desalination facility are permitted to
build a power plant that not only provides power to the desalination facility, but also provides additional energy that
can be sold to the national power grid, at a profit to the builders. This allows further reductions in the cost of the
desalinated water-product .
105

Id. at 64.

106

Tagar, supra note 97.

Id.; Deane, supra note 28, at 60 (explaining that the Middle East's "unwavering political strategy of being selfsufficient in food has resulted in the [utilization] of 75-85% of water supply on agriculture regardless of the
economic sense of this strategy nor its implications on limited water resources").
107
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D. Impact on Californiaand the United States
Throughout the United States water privatization has increasingly become a problem and
has caused harm to both the people and environment.108 The Tampa Bay plant in Florida
illustrates how privatization can harm the community. 109 In California the Carlsbad plant is to be
privately sponsored and then the water sold to local public agencies. 110 This form of partnership
should work as long as there are regulations in place monitoring the corporation so as to
guarantee that the water is distributed to the public.
In 2004, the State Environmental Resource Center noted only a handful of states that had
regulations and laws pertaining to privatization, and California was not one of them." Out of
the numerous laws and regulations in California pertaining to water desalination there is nothing
about privatization. 112 One law describes how desalination must be consistent "with all
applicable environmental protection policies in the State."" This provides no guidance to the
issue of water rights, it only states that all environmental regulations apply to water desalination.
Another creates a Task Force to recommend opportunities and impediments of seawater
desalination technologies to the legislature. 114 Similarly, this law describes how technological
advancements should be handled, but not the property rights of the water created.

'os FOOD PROJECTS, supra note 71. Inside the United States big water companies have been harming many States
across the nation. Both Vivendi and Suez have caused damage through privatization in Mexico. Nestle has harmed
Colorado and Arkansas; Suez has been "responsible for sewage overflows" in Wisconsin and contaminated the
drinking water in Massachusetts; and Vivendi is one of the United States' largest water filtering companies. Id.
109

Cooley, supra note 4, at 70.

110 Cooley, supra note 4, at 69.
" Issue: Water Privatization, STATE ENvTL. RES. CENTER,

www.serconline.org/waterPrivatization/stateactivity.html (last visited Mar. 5, 2014) (stating that the States who
have touched upon the issue of water privatization and have adopted strategies to deal with it are: Louisiana,
Arizona, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Rhode
Island).
The website provides the six laws that pertain to water desalination in California: The California Ocean
Protection Act, Desalination Facilities, Urban Water Suppliers: Desalinated Water, Desalination, Water Desalination
Task Force, and The California Water Plan. None of these laws include any mention of privatization. DEPT. OF
WATER RES., www.water.ca.gov/desalination/Laws/ (last visited Nov. 22, 2013).
112

113

Id.

114

Id.
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In 2010 a war over California's water was waged through the filing of two lawsuits
against "billionaire farmers" who privatized the state's water supply. 115 The development of the
Kern Water Bank, an underground reservoir, cost California nearly $100 million; "[b]ut in 1995,
the state suddenly, and without any public debate, transferred it to a handful of corporate
interests."1 1 6 Since the reservoir was privately controlled, when "the water entered the Kern
County Water Bank, it stopped being a public resource and became a private commodity that
could be sold to the highest bidder."11 7 Named the Monterey Agreements, it also took the private
companies off the hook for any debt incurred and transferred it onto the California residents.11 8
The transfer of the reservoir into the private sector created many issues for California and cost
the public both water and money. 119
Similar to this case, in Texas the "ownership of underground water" led to "legal
challenges.,"120 Deciding the case, "the Supreme Court of Texas rejected a claim that action
creating the Edwards Aquifer Authority deprived landowners of a property right vested to them
by the Texas Constitution." 12 1 While these cases pertain to water in general and not desalination
they are relevant because the same sort of situation could occur again in the future specifically

115 Yasha Levine, BillionaireFarmers Scheming to Privatize California'sWaterAre UnderAttack, ALTERNET

(Sept. 13, 2010),
http://www.alternet.org/story/148169/billionaire-farmers-scheming-to-privatize-california's-water-are-under-atta
ck [hereinafter Levine]; see generally Our Monterey Plus Amendments Lawsuits, CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL

DIVERSITY, http://www.biologicaldiversity.org/campaigns/monterey-plusamendments/lawsuits.html
Nov. 22, 2013) (explaining what the two lawsuits seek to accomplish and the actual filings).
116

Levine, supra note 115.

117

Id.

(last visited

118 Id.
119 By selling back the water from the reservoir to the state, the owners "raked in hundreds of millions of dollars."
Id. One wealthy farmer "pocketed $73 million selling state-subsidized water back to taxpayers living in a
McTractHome exurb in the Mojave Desert, 100 miles east of Los Angeles." Id. Water that does not exist is being
traded because "[o]n the books, California's water authorities are under contract to deliver 4 million acre feet of
water a year (enough to hydrate an urban population eight times the size of Los Angeles) to water districts across
California. In reality, the state has only been able to deliver half that amount." Id. To make up for the non-existent
water in the market the state pumped the rivers dry and wiped out the salmon. Id. One aspect of the Monterey
Agreements was that it "gave preference to urban water supplies in times of drought, which meant that agricultural
users were no longer the first to suffer cuts in their way supply-cities and towns were." Id.
120

Gleick, supra note 2, at 36.

121

Id.
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with desalination. There needs to be legislation in place before the same sort of issues arise
pertaining to the ownership of desalination plants and the water it produces.
As of 2004, there were about a dozen desalination facilities all along the California coast,
but all of the plants were relatively small projects and not meant for public consumption. 122
Under the California Coastal Act of 1976 ocean water constitutes "a public trust resource held in
common for public use and enjoyment." 123 The Public Trust Doctrine states that "public trust
resources are those that cannot be fully owned by a private entity and are held and managed by
the state (the trustee) for the benefit of all." 124 While both public and private proposals are held
to the same Coastal Act standards, the Commission raised questions and concerns on how the
Coastal Act policies are to be implemented. 125
In order to make sure the policies are implemented to protect the rights of the public for
the use of the water, there needs to be regulations in place. Privatization can have a negative
impact on the success of desalination in California if laws and regulations are not created to
support and protect the public's interest.
E. ProposedModel to be Adopted by California
Israel's treatment of water desalination and privatization illustrates how governmental
control over all aspects of the production and distribution of the water industry causes many
problems and can create a monopoly. On the other hand, purely private control of water
desalination could mean that the public no longer retains a right to the water and would have to
pay higher rates for the water, which should be a basic human right. Israel's collaboration, while
there are still problems because of the issue of monopolies, does allow the water to remain a
public right while it is funded by a private organization. With collaboration the desalination
process can become economically feasible and still remain public. A private-public
collaboration, so long as it is regulated, answers some of the problems associated with costs and
allows the public to have a say in the distribution of the water.
122

CA COASTAL COMM'N, supra note 62.
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Id. at 39-40.
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Id. at 41.

125

Id. at 44-47.
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Through its research the Pacific Institute found and recommends that "any efforts to
privatize or commodify water be accompanied by formal guarantees to respect certain principles
and support specific social objectives."1 26 Privatization does have some advantages and "[1]etting
private companies take responsibility for managing some aspects of water services has the
potential to help millions of poor receive access to basic water services."127 Though privatization
may help the community there has to be "[c]onfidence in the fairness of the process, [which] in
turn, depends on both the design and the transparency of the rules and legal system."

128

The

ownership of the facilities also cannot be solely in the hands of private entities permanently if the
water is to be publicly owned. 129 Privatization can provide an economically feasible means of
providing the public with clean water either through water utilities or water desalination plants;
however, there must be guarantees and strict oversight in place to protect the community.
I propose that there needs to be legislation that allows private-public partnerships, but
makes solely private ownership and operation of desalination facilities illegal in extremely
drought stricken areas of California. While a private-public collaboration might be an answer to
the cost issue, there still has to be regulation so that the private entity does not take over the
process and remove accountability to the public. There must be adequate securities in place and
guidelines to follow if something were to go wrong so the state government does not have to take
full responsibility for a partnership with a private company. There must be regulations that touch
upon the distribution of the water and place the public as the priority.
Furthermore, no matter what balance is struck between private and public control of the
facility, the water must remain a public resource. The water must belong to the people and the
people should be given priority in the distribution of the desalinated water. Drinkable desalinated
water cannot become private property because then water is no longer a basic human right.

Gleick, supra note 2, at 43. "Oversight and monitoring of public-private agreements are key public
responsibilities." Id. at 37.
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127

Id.

128 Id. at 37. "Openness, transparency, and strong public regulatory oversight are fundamental requirements
in any
efforts to share the public responsibility for providing clean water to private entities." Id. at 43.

"Full implementation of public ownership of water at the source requires that ownership cannot be permanently
transferred to private hands." Id. at 36.
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In addition to solely private entities being barred from fully owning water desalination
plants in drought areas, there must also be legislation passed pertaining to the property rights of
the desalinated water. The legislation would add desalinated water to the list of public resources
protected by the California Coastal Act of 1976. The water would become "a public trust
resource held in common for public use and enjoyment" and "cannot be fully owned by a private
entity.""'o Desalinated water would then become publicly owned in California. If this legislation
is passed it would also invalidate the need for a separate law pertaining to private ownership: the
problem would already be solved. If desalinated water became a public trust resource under the
California Coastal Act private organizations would already be barred from gaining sole
operations and ownership of the facility. However, there would still have to be regulations
describing the procedures private-public collaborations should follow.
As well as the legislation for water rights and private ownership there must be regulation
that limits the prices that the private corporations can charge, as well as strictly monitor to whom
the water is distributed. It is not practical to completely do away with privatization and it does
have some advantages.13 1

There has to be strict monitoring so that the private entity cannot

simply bail on the project and leave the state or local municipality to pick up the pieces. 132
Unless we want another large scale desalination project in the United States rife with problems
which may ultimately fail, similar to the Tampa Bay plant, there has to be some guidelines in
place to deal with privatization. There must be regulations that make the private corporation
accountable to the public.
The issue cannot be ignored until a problem arises pertaining to privatization and the
property rights of desalinated water, the legislations and regulations must be enacted now so that
the rights of the people are always protected. California must bar desalination plants and their
products from being fully owned by a private company. Furthermore, California's legislation
needs to recognize water as a human right which belongs to the public and not leave the sale of
water up to the private companies and market forces.
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CA COASTAL COMM'N, supra note 62.

131

See generally Ortiz, supra note 82.

132

See generally Cooley, supra note 4, at 70 (describing the dangers of privatization through the consequences felt

by Tampa Bay).
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IV.

CONCLUSION

In order for water desalination to succeed in providing relief from the drought to
California's public there has to be a balance between the government's control and privatization.
Israel's system illustrates that governmentally run water policies have to be monitored just like
private corporations so there is no corruption or creation of monopolies. There has to be public
accountability. However a purely privatized system has many problems, such as corporate greed
and the companies are not directly accountable to the public. There has to be collaboration
between the public and private sectors that is monitored so that the balance remains throughout
the partnership.
Israel has utilized and even created some of the technological advancements that make
ocean water desalination successful. Throughout the years Israel's treatment of management of
the facilities illustrates that if there is sufficient guideline and procedures in place private-public
agreements have potential. California is now building the largest desalination plant in the United
States that will provide potable water to the public for consumption. Therefore, there needs to be
legislation and regulations enacted now before the problems arise so that the Carlsbad facility is
successful and accomplishes its goal of servicing California.
Since the construction and operation of water desalination plants can be costly some
private encroachment may be necessary. If the private companies did not pay for some of the
construction or operation costs of the desalination facilities there may not be any that are worth
constructing and operating. The collaboration between private and public organization creates an
economically feasible step to solving the issue of water scarcity in Southern California. Even
though there may need to be private ownership and control of the facility the water is a human
right and should be a public resource, not private property. Desalinated ocean water should be
classified as a protected public trust under the California Coastal Act so that the water stays as a
public commodity that is held for the public consumption. Water should remain as a basic human
right and the public should be the first to benefit from the use of desalination in Southern
California.
As well as finding a balance between solely private and governmental control of the
facilities there must be regulations pertaining to the impact privatization has on the process and
distribution of the water so that it follows environmental regulations and provides water to the
people. There have to be guidelines in place to protect the public from problems that could arise
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from private control and management of the facilities. The Ocean water is a public resource in
both Israel and the United States, so why shouldn't desalinated water also be a public resource.
The public should have access to drinkable water and private corporations should not be able to
take over the entire process and take the public completely out of the equation.
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